
Content Strategy



The role of Honda social

It is about innovation and making dreams real. It is the structure we have built 
over the years to tell the Honda brand story through the vehicles we market. Each 
model tells a different part of the brand story, and when they all ladder up, the 
picture is complete. But as new models come and go, and tastes shift, we are 
constantly tilling at the model level, to both sell vehicles, but also be positively 
reflective of the overarching brand.  



Honda Social Content: Improving the feed 

We produce almost 200 pieces of content a month for our Honda channels. 
With many different models, platforms, initiatives, events and campaigns, it’s  
easy to go astray. But It’s important not to grow content with content, and make 
the everyday feel special. 

How is that possible with so many divergent pieces of content? Before you type 
a word, or grab an image, consider these thoughts.



The logo test 
With so many types of content, not everything can pass the “logo test” 

at this scale. Instead of trying to focus on things “other brands can’t say,” 
let’s talk about the same stuff, but in a different way. The Honda way.

Showcase Innovation 
Honda is a company built on dreams. The output of dreams in 
innovation. Look for ways to showcase that innovation through 

new technology in the vehicle or something unique about it.
Focus in on the vehicle 

Don’t be so addy when discussing the vehicle. We don’t need to be so elevated 
in how we discuss it. It should be direct, honest and offer something about the 

vehicle. Do not be afraid of going into slight detail on specific features.

Be inclusive. Less me, more we. 
Honda has always been a brand for people. Everyone 

knows someone who loves a Honda was not just a 
campaign, but a brand truth. We are inclusive, when others 

sell on exclusive. Let’s give the benefit and shine to our fans, 
rather than casting it our ourselves. eg, Don’t say: We’d like 

to see your photos, say: Share the photos with other fans.

History 
Honda has a rich history. Mine that history for things 

like “On this day in…” type content that ties the brand 
to a date. Also, push other history that may tell a story 

about Honda or provide some interest to our fans.

Our fans love driving 
Westways magazine does a good job of editorializing 

destinations, car maintenance, trips and travel. Look to 
them for inspiration and discuss this same information, 

that seems to go hand in hand with our fan’s love of 
driving and discovery. http://bit.ly/2b1MaJE 

#TBT reminds fans of our history 
 We need to remind these generations of our iconic 
brand and what we stand for. The contrarian nature. 

The renegade spirit. But for our new breed of buyers, 
Gen Y and Millennials, they may never stumble upon 

that history. We need to show them who we are, by 
showing them what we were. To show another side of 

the brand to a new generation in a disarming way. 

Does it fit into the Honda story 
Overall, we are trying to tell the story. Sometimes is in 
historical, sometimes it’s innovative. Sometimes it’s about us, 
sometimes it’s about our fans. Let’s keep that in mind as we 

are continually developing content. What is Honda’s place 
here, and how can we develop a story that is uniquely Honda?

Be imaginative 
Dream, imagine, do. That’s a shorthand for how things 
must to live up to the philosophy of Mr. Honda. Look for 
ways to push technology in our platforms where 

appropriate. Things change all the time, and being clever 
and reactive is important. Brands aren’t judged only on 
what they do these days, they are also judged on what 
they don’t. Let’s not leave Honda behind.

Honda is more than just cars 
They are an engineering company focused on mobility. With that in 
mind there are many initiatives in place that separate this from the 
average automobile manufacturer. Honda makes planes, walk assists 
and it’s not just to diversify. It’s done for a specific reason within the 
brand pillars of Honda. Let’s discover and use these other Honda 

achievements to tell the world about the type of company we are.

Honda cares 
Honda supports many charitable organizations. It’s better to 
get in front of these to show the world not only how we spend 
our profits, but also how our associates volunteer for such 
efforts, and spend something even more valuable, their time. 

Build a world of brand ambassadors 
And they will sell for us. If they feel a deeper connection to the company, they will want 
to do right by it. They are vested, connected and aren’t shy about sharing their love of 
the brand, both on the social sites and in real life. Let’s give them something to be proud 
of. Let’s showcases our fan’s adventures in our cars. Let’s repost their best pictures and 
be grateful for their connection to our brand.

Honda Brand 
Honda is build on a belief system still in place to day. If you 
don’t know about it, chances are our fans don’t as well. Study 
Honda to discover the 3 joys. Related reading: Top Talks

Improving the feed

Think mobile first 
The second screen has quickly become the first screen. Always keep 
in mind how users engage with our social content in the mobile age.



Mobile First
–  Remember that 99% of the time, everything you 

make will be seen on a screen that is 2.5in wide. 
If you want something to be seen, make sure it is 
visible on a small stage.

–  Use mobile friendly aspect rations like 1x1 or 4x5 
to occupy more of the mobile screen.

Social Friendly Copy
–  People will not always read the accompanying 

copy in the fast-mobile environment; make sure 
your asset can stand alone even if someone does 
not ready the copy.

–  Brevity is key; across platforms, copy is often 
truncated around 140 characters (or two lines).

Video is King
–  Whenever possible, consider motion content 

(even simple gif or cinemograph-like movement 
will outperform static content)

–  Static may be used to drive traffic or 
conversion objectives

Capture Attention Quickly (& Keep It If You Can)
–  Traditional story arcs don’t always work on social; 

communicate your main point/branding in the first 
2-3 seconds.

–  Quick cuts and text overlays can help catch and 
keep attention.

Design for Sound Off
–  Consider text overlays to provide context  
–  Avoid dialog heavy content
–  If unavoidable, use srt/caption files
–  If a person does turn on their volume, can you 

surprise or delight them with sound elements?

Know Your Platforms and Formats!
–  Each platform and format is ripe with creative 

opportunities! Play around with each one and 
find ways you can exploit the distinct opportunities 
you have there.  

–  Check out the New Social Format Workshop 
archives, the DS blog, and the Specs Site to learn 
more about these unique platforms and formats

General Best Practices

https://medium.com/comms-planning/not-another-ad-unit-a55f5261c0b6
https://rpamail.sharepoint.com/rpads/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?slrid=fc05739e-0050-6000-d3cc-bcf259339cca&RootFolder=%2Frpads%2FShared%20Documents%2FResources%2FOther%20Useful%20Resources%2FNew%20Social%20Formats%20Workshops%2FNSFW%202017%20Planning%2FFinal%20Docs%2FDecks&FolderCTID=0x0120008CC489E993C9E145A119A6651A931421
https://rpamail.sharepoint.com/rpads/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?slrid=fc05739e-0050-6000-d3cc-bcf259339cca&RootFolder=%2Frpads%2FShared%20Documents%2FResources%2FOther%20Useful%20Resources%2FNew%20Social%20Formats%20Workshops%2FNSFW%202017%20Planning%2FFinal%20Docs%2FDecks&FolderCTID=0x0120008CC489E993C9E145A119A6651A931421
https://inherentlysocial.tumblr.com/
https://rpamail.sharepoint.com/rpads/socialmediaspecs/Pages/Home.aspx


Be quick, smart and resourceful 

The window of opportunity is brief. It’s important to stay vigilant, be a self-starter 
and creatively use all your resources to unearth opportunities. A few ways to do that: 



Be quick, smart 
and resourceful RSS feeds/Alerts/Hashtags 

Use simple listening tools to find out 
information about Honda. Use Google in the news. 

Look on social channels for #Honda or various model 
hashtags to get alerts and info. Search on social 
platforms to get a sense of UGC content and what 
consumers are saying about our brand.

Search 
Google “Facebook” “instagram” “snapchat” 
etc at least once a week. This will be the most timely 

way to discover changes to platforms, or how they are 
making news. Once you find something interesting, 
circle the wagons to develop content, if applicable.

DS 
Meet with DS at the Content Bi-weekly meeting 
to discuss analytics, trends and opportunities. If an 

opportunity arises, meet immediately. Check out the 
Inherently Social Tumblr for the most up to date and 
relevant platform updates inherentlysocial.tumblr.com

Participate 
Maybe you’re not into snapchat. Or you 
bailed on Facebook once your parents jumped on and 

started tagging your baby pictures. Whatever the case, 
whatever the platform, it is necessary to participate in 
all platforms to understand them. So please make sure 
you have a personal presence on all social platforms, 
if only to help understand the environment.

Document & Share 
We use analytics, but it is also important to audit 
our own feed, and see what works, what comments the 

work is generating, and what fans are responding (and 
not) responding to. Document those learnings and use 
to make the work better, and to share with the team.

Reporting & Listening Insights 
Work closely with the Research, Analytics & 
Insights team to utilize findings around what 
works and what doesn’t; to optimize content 
based on fan feedback and actions; and to take 
advantage of opportunities found with our Social 
Listening capabilities.

Keep an eye on the feed 
Twice a week, spend an hour in the feeds, 
scouring news stories and playing producer to find 
interesting stories from Honda Drivers. Set up RSS 
feeds and live in the place for which you produce.

Follow 
Follow other brands you like, competitors, both 
category and non-category. Find the brand’s core 

message and see how that is displayed across all their 
social media channels.

http://inherentlysocial.tumblr.com


Take inventory be thrifty 
Shooting content can be expensive. Especially 
if it quickly goes down the newsfeed of our fans. 
Premium content from established photographers 
is important in the range of content social requires, 
but is not always necessary. Creative uses of existing 
assets, mashups, doodles, cinemagraphs, 360 images 
and videos, gifs can be an efficient way to make fun, 
imaginative content that lives up to the Honda brand. 
  
Professional Photographer 
Expensive, but are great for premium placements 
like pano windows, ad units.  

Social photographer 
This is an inexpensive way to gather content, 
especially in different environments out of the LA 
zone. However, they need a bit more oversight as 
they may be relatively new to the medium. This is also 
a good way to promote Honda lifestyle. 

Associate Photographer 
In an effort to get more images from different 
environments outside LA, associates are encouraged 
to conceive and pitch a weekend road trip where the 
vehicle is borrowed and shot. If a story can be woven 
into this, the better.

Photography



Video has become some of the most engaging 
content because of sight, sound and motion. But 
video is different within each platform, and must 
be developed appropriately. Video is also the most  
expensive of our content to produce. We should look 
for produce a range of work, at all price points, to 
push engagement in a way that amortizes the cost.  

Sales Training 
Sales training shoots running footage of all the 
models. This can be used for short videos, gifs, or 
stills. These are easy ways to get interesting video 
showing the vehicle in a driving environment, 
without having to shoot. 

Influencers 
These are another way to produce video with 
either reach or engagement as a metric. However, 
working with influencers can be expensive and 
take a few rounds of revisions, since they are not 
stewards of the brand. 

Associate Shoots 
In addition to working well in still photography, 
associate shoots can work well with video. Iphone, 
DSLR or turning the stills into a gif are some ways to 
get video, in a cost-effective way. 

Bo’s House of Visual Arts 
This is the heart of our video production, editorial and 
storage for our videos. Many services, such as 
coloring, editorial and mix can now be down in house. 
We have increased staff and edit bays to meet the 
current demand of video content.

Video



Content pillars 

Our current body of work can be broken into five different brand pillars, all 
laddering up to the Honda philosophy. When creating content for our social 
channels, we’ll use these pillars as a strategic jumping off point to keep our content 
as focused and engaging to our audience as possible.

Pillar 1: 
Challenging Spirit

Pillar 2: 
History in the Making

Pillar 3: 
Real-world Innovation

Pillar 4: 
Imaginative Ideas

Pillar 5: 
The Honda Community

Honda Content Pillars



Our ambition of achievement is the spirit of everything we do. Let’s show every aspirational aspect of the brand, 
from the pride in our H badge, to the quotes from Soichiro Honda himself.

Pillar 1: Challenging spirit

Mr. Honda has said some very profound 
things during his life. Many of those 
thoughts and quotes have become the 
keystone of the brand. Let’s show the man 
behind the machine, and introduce the 
Honda brand tenets expressed through 
his own success, failure and humanity. 
These can be set typographically.

There’s a challenging spirit in everything 
Honda does. From breaking records at 
Nurburgring with Type-R, to the CR-V 
being the top-rated SUV in its class, let’s 
find unique ways to show how Honda is 
always ready for it’s next challenge.

Quotes The Spirit of Honda

Photograph the H badge in different 
locations that are interesting or topical. 
This can also be used for short videos. 

Brand Pride 



Honda has a deep-rooted heritage 
inside and out of the automotive 
industry. Let’s celebrate Honda’s stamp in 
innovation, from anniversary celebrations 
of vehicle launches, to every milestone 
Honda has carved into history as a 
brand.

Our audience has a hunger for #tbt 
content and Honda has an endless 
supply of RPA-produced throwback 
advertising we can repurpose for the 
feed.

Honda Heritage #TBT 

Honda has a deep heritage rooted in innovation, imagination, excitement, and achievement. To get our audience 
excited for the future, let’s show them how Honda has taken risks and broken convention in the past.

Pillar 2: History in the making

We have a huge library of Honda 
vintage images that we can create 
compelling content with on a regular 
basis. Why not show how we’ve 
made imaginative ideas come to life 
for decades? 

Vintage Honda Image Library 



Sales training puts out how to videos. 
Let’s try to make them work for social, 
but culling together edits that go over a 
specific feature or benefit of the vehicle. 

It’s easy to put a face with a name. 
Showing the person who designed or 
was LPL of a vehicle makes if feel more 
personal. We should showcase those 
people, along with some interesting 
stories about the development. 

How to Feature an Engineer 

Honda sells innovative solutions because they believe in the courage to bring imaginative ideas to life. Let’s show 
how Honda innovates day-in and day-out, from our latest technology, to our products out in the real world.

Pillar 3: Real-world innovation

Honda has the longest sustained  
U.S. manufacturing presence of any 
international automaker and contributed 
to the economy through R&D, sales, 
finance, and more. Let’s show the role 
Honda plays in the US and all the 
countless awards they win for their 
automotive excellence.

Awards/Accolades/Made in America



Imagination should breathe in everything Honda does, not only from a product standpoint, but in our creativity on 
our feed. Let’s showcase imaginative creative solutions on the Honda feed every day, on every channel.

Pillar 4: Imaginative ideas

This miniature city can serve as a 
backdrop for many Honda stories, 
including video and stills. Because 
this is a set, we can add whimsy, and 
have more flexibility. This is a valuable 
resource. Do not underutilize it.

Paper City

These are a fun way to take existing 
assets and add a layer of whimsy. But 
make sure these feel premium, and have 
a message that feels on brand. Use 
letters on windows from the inside and 
outside to create messages that are 
optimistic, imaginative and uniquely 
Honda. 

Doodles & Window Scenes

During these times all brands are 
fighting for share of voice. If we are to 
post during this time, only do so when 
we can say something uniquely Honda. If 
we are just wishing someone “Happy” 
something, it becomes elevator chatter. 
We don’t want that. 

Holidays/events 



For everything we do, there’s always 
something going on beyond the camera. 
Let’s give a glimpse of Honda from a 
wider lens. 

Let’s send RPA employees to shoot 
vehicles in everyday environments 
and tell imaginative stories based on 
them. Can we show how going to the 
grocery store can be an adventure? We 
can do these any day, any time of year, 
during holidays or a special day we want 
to highlight. 

People love sharing their stories on why 
they love their Honda. Why not tap into 
our loyal audience and let them know 
that Honda loves them back? 

Honda BTS The Honda Life UGC, Owner Loyalty Hub

The most compelling Honda stories often comes straight from our Honda audience. On social, let’s allow them to 
have a voice for the brand they love most.

Pillar 5: The Honda community



Content pillars

How To Feature an Engineer Paper City Holidays/events Doodles BTS The Honda Life Owner Loyalty Hub

H badge Quotes

Awards//Made in America

Vintage Honda Infographics #tbt

Challenging Spirit History in the Making

The Honda CommunityImaginative IdeasReal-world Innovation

The Spirit of Honda



Platform pages 

Each of Honda’s social channels have a different nuanced audience that should 
be spoken to in a different manner. Every piece of content shall be examined and 
created with platform audiences in mind. One single piece of content shouldn’t 
be posted in the exact same manner across each platform. Copy, visuals, and 
presentation of content shall be curtailed per platform, per post.  

Click here for Platform Specs

https://rpa.imeetcentral.com/login?rurl=%2Fp%2FaQAAAAAC0UlC


Broad Following

Intimate Following

Permanent Ephemeral

*

*

*The introduction of stories makes parts of these channels more on the ephemeral side

Platform 
overview



Largest scale & 
potential reach, low 
organic reach due to 
news feed algorithm 

Curated visual, 
aspirational/inspira-

tional content. Stories 
& Live streaming are 

more behind the 
scenes & unpolished. 

Positioned as a 
camera app, users 

view and share 
ephemeral content 
using the camera 

features.

Real time discovery 
and trending topics. 

The 2nd largest search 
engine, YouTube is a 
search based video 

platform

Search based 
discovery for ideas 

and inspiration  

Microblogging 
content platform 

where users connect 
with the things they 

love. 

Social news 
aggregation, web 
content rating and 
discussion forums. 

Social network for 
sharing content and is 

connected to user’s 
Google account 

Age 25 to 34, at 
29.7% of users, is the 
most common age 

demographic. 
Facebook users are 

76% female and 66% 
male.

90% of  Instagram’s 
audience is under 35.  
Skews slightly female 

and also resonates 
specifically with the 

Hispanic and African 
American 

demographic. 

Age 18-34 with a ratio 
of 50:50 males to 

females. 

More popular with 
highly educated 

population. Majority 
aged 18-24 with 

heavy usage among 
African Americans 

and diverse cultures. 

Reaches more 18-39 
year olds. 80% of 

YouTube’s views are 
from outside the US. 

More than half of 
YouTube users view 

the app on their 
mobile. 

6x more women use it 
over men. 52% of all 

US millennials are 
now on Pinterest, 
rapidly growing. 

Mostly teens and 
Millennials with 46% 

between 18-34. 
Popular amongst 
fashion bloggers, 

artist, or lovers of food 
and culture. 

2x more males than 
females for gaming, 

news, forums

74% of users are 
male. 37% link to 
Google+ through 

YouTube

1.86B 600M 301M 313M 1B 160M

N/A – audience is 
measured by blog 

networks & 
dashboards

234M 198M

Users connect with 
friends and family, 
consumer photos, 

videos, live streams 
that align with their 
interest along with 

news

To post and explore 
visually stimulating 

content. People watch 
Stories to get the 

behind-the-scenes 
look into the lives of 

who they follow. 

Users use the app to 
tell the story of their 

daily lives and 
message friends. Also 

discover bite sized 
news, fashion, or 
sports updates. 

People can join the 
conversation on 
breaking news, 

entertainment, and 
sports. Users also live 
tweet or stream their 

daily life.  

Users can take 
advantage of the 

search engine feature 
to learn and discover 

new things or 
subscribe to their 

favorite online 
personalities.

Pinterest is the hub for 
people to discover, 

save, and do. Planning 
out events, finding 
DIY inspiration or 
shopping guides. 

People browse and 
blog creative content 
from their everyday 
life or entertaining 

memes and gifs. They 
connect with other 
young people with 

similar interests. 

Users express 
opinions and gain 

empathy for other’s 
thoughts on a wide 

variety of topics. 
Discussion forum 

connects likeminded 
people. 

To join communities 
to discuss specific 

interests, 
organizations, or 

passions. 

Stories & Masks, 
Messenger Bots, 360 
Live Streaming, Video 

Mid-roll ads

Live Streaming, 
Shoppable Ads, 

disappearing photo/
video in Direct 

messaging

Spectacles, 360 Video 
Ads

360 Live Streaming, 
Periscope Pre-roll ads 

Live – HDR, 360 
Videos, YouTube Red

Shop the Look, 
Explore, Pinterest 

Lens
N/A N/A N/A
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With a mission to make the world more connected, Facebook is the largest and most scalable 
platform. Users connect with friends and family in addition to consuming news and content 
related to their interests within Facebook’s News Feed (algorithm generated). Brands can see 
low organic reach but can leverage Facebook’s robust targeting capabilities to ensure 
visibility. Messenger is its stand alone app used for direct messaging. 

Age 25 to 34, 29.7% of users, is the most common age demographic on Facebook. Users are 
76% female (out of 100% of all females) and 66% male (out of 100% of all males). 
88% of 18-29 year olds use Facebook, 84% of 30-49 year olds, 72% of 50-64 year olds, 62% of 
65+ year olds. 

1.856B 

People use Facebook daily to stay connected with friend and family to discover what’s going 
on in the world and to share what matters to them. People go to brand pages for customer 
service related topics and product questions. They use Messenger to connect one to one with 
friends and family more intimately- and with businesses for customer service items. 

Brands can break through the clutter by leveraging: 
• Messenger to reach users on a one to one level and display exceptional customer service 

with automatic responses when a community manager is away 
• Bots to provide value in product information or even gamifications to keep the user 

engaged 
• 360 degree Live Streaming to give users the power to explore real time video the way they 

want to by moving their phone around to see the streaming from all angles 
• Facebook stories are new and only available to users at this time, no brand integration yet, 

other than early versions of sponsored Masks. 
• Mid roll ads are still being tested, these will be inserted into videos after the user has 

watched for at least 20 seconds. Brands will want to a/b test to see what creatives perform 
best in the format.

Facebook PRO TIPS 
• Think: What will appeal to a wide array of audiences and encourage 

the most amount of likes, comments, and shares?  
• Quick, short-form, sound-off, smart lead-in video content performs best 
• Draw fans in with something that screams ‘Hey that’s me!’  

RECOMMENDED CONTENT 
• Each post should have an image, video, or gif and copy 
• Images should be visually engaging and tell a story 
• Content should feel authentic  
• Prompt fans to participate in conversation, when appropriate I.E. 

questions, tagging prompts, reaction prompts 
• Keep model specific content on that model’s page 
• Dynamic and short form content performs best - looping Gifs, short 

snackable video content, or multi image posts 
• Video content that can be understood with sound off  

CONTENT TO AVOID 
• Hashtags should be used very sparingly, if at all - 1 maximum 
• Repurposed campaign content that hasn’t been adapted to social 
• Low quality images are not on brand 
• Text only posts 
• Overtly corporate posts 
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Facebook Examples

Recommended Content Content to Avoid

• Hashtag used in copy 
• Model-specific posted on brand 
• Doesn’t feel authentic

• Doesn’t feature a car or the H-Badge 
• Copy is vague 
• Model-specific posted on brand 
• Copy disconnected from image 
• Image is the wrong proportions



Facebook Paid

Ad Type: 
Photo Link Post 
Things to Remember: 
• Great traffic drivers 
• Avoid content that’s too promotional  
• Visuals & copy should aim to be  

less formal 
• Copy should be minimal & key 

message should be conveyed 
through imagery

Ad Type: 
Video Link Post 
Things to Remember: 
• Videos will now auto play with sound 

on in the news feed if the user’s 

phone sound is turned on 
• Content should still be crafted to 

work with the sound off by leveraging 
captions and text overlays 

• Establish key message in the 
first few seconds of video to grab 
viewers’ attention

Ad Type: 
Photo Post 
Things to Remember: 
• Best used to drive engagements, 

not site traffic 
• Use for brand building & 

announcements that don’t require 
a site visit CTA

Ad Type: 
Carousel 
Things to Remember: 
• Show case multiple messages in a 

single unit or use each frame to tell a 

broader story 
• Lead the eye or prompt users to 

swipe to discover more & click 
through 

• Each image can have a unique URL, 

so it’s possible to drive to different 
landing pages depending on the 
message

Ad Type: 
Canvas Ad 
Things to Remember: 
• Immersive & meant to drive 

engagement 
• Units are mobile-only, full screen 

experiences 
• Important to lead user through the 

various modules of the experience 
• Use compelling visuals to tell a story 

and keep users engaged within the 
experience



Twitter PRO TIPS 
• Create dynamic content that engages followers to spark conversation  
• Twitter’s public nature combined with unique posting capabilities allow 

the platform to tell a brand story in an unique way  
• Consider the fast paced nature of the timeline and what will grab 

followers: stunning photography, attention grabbing video, hacks, etc   

RECOMMENDED CONTENT 
• Short and concise copy is best. Be: conversational, quick-hitting, and 

informative. Lure fans in with conversation.  
• Use 1-2 hashtags where relevant  
• Create images that draw viewers in while being mindful of preview 

functionality 
• Short dynamic form content performs well: short videos, gifs 
• Twitter’s cards and products allow for more dynamic functionality than 

most platforms and works best for public contests: moments, website 
cards, polls, conversational units, multi image posts, etc  

• Video content should be created with a mobile first, sound off application 
in mind - text overlays, auto captions, grabbing viewers attention upfront  

CONTENT TO AVOID 
• Do not overuse punctuation 
• Low quality images are not on brand 
• Do not use hashtags unless they are campaign or brand specific, or are 

part of a relevant trending topic 
• Jumping on popular trends or events that do not have a direct tie in to 

the brand, I.E. The Grammy’s when Honda is not a sponsor  
• Disclaimers can be difficult to include because of character limitations, 

but utilize space available in imagery and video

Twitter is the real-time discovery platform with trending topics and Moments at the core of its 
functionality, making it easy for users to join the conversation. Photos, videos & @replies no 
longer count against the 140 character count, which allows for a richer message or storytelling 
ability. Periscope is a Twitter’s live streaming video app that’s now fully integrated into the 
Twitter experience as well. 

More popular with highly educated population. 25% of online women and 24% of online men 
use Twitter. Majority aged 18-24 (36% of users) with heavy usage among African Americans 
and diverse cultures. 79% of Twitter accounts are located outside of the U.S. Users include 
celebrities, influencers, brands and publishers.  

313M 

People use Twitter to consume news around pop culture, politics, sports, technology and 
updates around major live events.  share content in a fast-paced high volume manner. Users 
heavily leverage the platform for brand customer service. 

• 360 degree live streaming on Twitter will soon be out of beta which means any user or 
brand will be able to go live in this format. A new beta will be rolling out to allow brands to 
tweet pre-produced 360 content with a minimum media spend threshold.  

• Twitter recently announced pre-roll ads that will run in front of live Periscope videos. While 
running before this high-quality content may seem like an enticing opportunity, the limited 
inventory may raise the price tag of such a buy to a level that won’t justify the overall reach 
or scale.
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Twitter Image Preview

253px

506px

resized to 506px

2:1

crop is usually 
centered vertically

Preview images have a 2:1 ratio and a max height set at 219px, and therefore 
a max width of 438px. 

The preview is a resized (by width) and cropped version of the original image. 

The top and bottom are cropped with the image centered vertically.

Collapsed:

Expanded:



Twitter Examples 

Recommended Content

Content to Avoid

• Not sized for preview 
• Text cuts off 
• Copy duplication in 

image and post

• Not sized for preview 
• Content cuts off 
• Not legible in preview



Twitter Paid 

Ad Type: 
Photo/GIF Card 
Things to Remember: 
• Promoted photos will expand when 

clicked on 
• GIFs will pause when clicked on 
• Not ideal for driving site traffic 
• Best used to promote a hashtag, 

brand awareness, or engagement 

within Twitter 

Ad Type: 
Periscope Pre-roll 
Things to Remember: 
• Pre-roll ads on Live Periscope videos 

can be :15-:30 seconds and skipped 
after 6 seconds 

• Ads will run before brand safe, 
premium content, but the limited 
inventory may raise the price tag to a 

level that won’t justify the overall 
reach or scale

Ad Type: 
Conversational Ads 
Things to Remember: 
• Used to drive engagement by 

prompting users to tweet one of two 
hashtags 

• Can be accommodate GIF or Videos 
however photos are recommended 
since Twitter will bill views as an 

engagement 
• Original tweet copy won’t 

accompany the user’s selected 
tweet, so pre generated copy should 
frame the question so other users 

who see it have context

Ad Type: 
Web Card 
Things to Remember: 
• Ideal for prompting users to take 

action on a site 
• Copy and message should be clear 

and direct 
• Landing page should be relevant to 

the overall message and CTA

Ad Type: 
Video Card 
Things to Remember: 
• Ideal for prompting users Clicking on 

the video will only pause, not link out 
or expand 

• Videos automatically play without 
sound 

• Content should be crafted to work 

with the sound off by leveraging 
captions and text overlays 

• Consider keeping video under 1 
minute to ensure higher completion 
rates



Instagram PRO TIPS 
• Make sure the car is prominently featured in the content.  
• Design content with mobile first in mind.  
• Square images outperform landscape images. 
• Our audience prefers full car shot with realistic scenery  

RECOMMENDED CONTENT 
• Images must show the car or H-Badge 
• Images and video must be in a square, 1:1 format (or vertical in format) 
• Imagery of the car that have an element of lifestyle 
• Include relevant hashtags to reach a wider audience 
• User generated content, TBT content 

CONTENT TO AVOID 
• Images that don’t feature the car 
• Illustrated images 
• Repurposed campaign content without adjusting for the platform  
• Photoshopped composite images 
• Images with text overlays 
• Linking outside of the app (links on posts aren’t clickable) 
• Video should feel authentic and be original and unique to Instagram, 

not repurposed from another platform or medium 
• Avoid using borders and use light filters sparingly, if at all 
• Logos are unnecessary and make content too commercial 

Owned by Facebook, Instagram has a feed that’s more curated visual and aspirational/
inspirational content. The ”Explore” tab aims to enhance the discovery process. Stories & Live 
streaming offer a more behind the scenes & unpolished look. 

90% of  Instagram’s audience is under 35 and it’s the most uses social network by teens. 
Audience skews slightly female and also resonates specifically with the Hispanic and African 
American demographic.  

600M 

To post and explore visually stimulating content related to their interests. People watch Stories 
& Live broadcasts to get the behind-the-scenes look into the lives of the people who they 
follow as well as celebrities, brands and other users they don’t follow.  

• Instagram Live is relatively new, not much data has been provided as to how many users 
create or watch live video on the platform. Instagram is usually a place for polished content, 
however Live is a more casual version of live streaming. 

• Shoppable Ads 
• Disappearing photo/video in Direct messaging is another new ephemeral addition to the 

platform. There’s currently no advertising opportunities.
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Instagram Examples

Recommended Content

Content to Avoid

• Not a square 
• Repurposed campaign 

content 
• Composite image 
• Text on image

• Doesn’t feature a car or 
the H-Badge 

• Has a text overlay 
• Has a border



Instagram Paid

Ad Type: 
Photo Post 
Things to Remember: 
• awareness and driving traffic to a 

website 
• Because of the more lifestyle focus on 

Instagram, creative used can skew less 
polished, casual and playful copy as 

opposed to more direct sales message

Ad Type: 
Video Post 
Things to Remember: 
• Leverage vertical and square video to 

maximize mobile real estate 
• Video will auto play with the sound off, 

content should leverage captions 
and text overlays 

• Establish key message in the first few 
seconds of video to grab viewers’ attention 

Ad Type: 
Carousel Post 
Things to Remember: 
• variety of messages or products 
• Leverage these to tell a larger story, 

convey multiple brand propositions 
or experiment with displaying 
imagery in a unique way

Ad Type: 
Ads in Stories 
Things to Remember: 
• Additional objectives will be rolling 

out in the coming months 
• Auto captioning is not yet available



Snapchat PRO TIPS 
• Entertaining, culturally-relevant and timely/live content will get the 

most views and uses 
• Mix both vertical images and video and use the in-app editing tools for 

best performing content 
• Feature exclusive content for fans - behind the scenes, product 

releases, events, etc.  
• Must be MOV files 

RECOMMENDED CONTENT 
• Vertical content  
• Timely content like live events, product reveals, event sponsorships, 

giveaways, contests, etc.  
• Curated content can be added to stories, but note there is a time 

stamp and white borders (indicating to users it is not live content) 
• Take advantage of in-app editing (text, emojis, coloring tool) 
• Cross-promote content from other platforms 

CONTENT TO AVOID 
• Horizontal content 
• Content that was curated for other platforms like Facebook or Twitter 
• Too fast or too slow video content 
• Identical content to Instagram story 

Positioned as a camera company, users view and consume and share ephemeral content 
using the camera features. The Discover section is where users can find short form content 
from editorial partners. Spectacles are Snap’s wearable device- sunglasses that capture video 
content which can be posted to a user’s Story. 

More than 60% of 13-34 year olds are Snapchatters. Among ages 18-34, the males to females 
ratio is 50:50.  

301M 

People use the app to tell the story of their daily lives through 24-hour Stories and message 
friends in group or 1 to 1 direct messages with disappearing photos/videos. Snapchatters use 
the camera & photo editing features like lenses, filters, stickers, bitmoji’s, and drawing tools. 
Also discover bite sized news, fashion, or sports updates in the Discover section.  

• Spectacles are Snap’s new wearable device- sunglasses that capture video content which 
can be posted to a user’s Story. 

• 360 Video Ads aren’t a native ad offering on Snapchat, but advertisers can “hack” this by 
using a Snapad with a swipe up to view a 360 experience CTA.
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Snapchat Paid

Ad Type: 
Geofilters 
Things to Remember: 
• Geofenced to specific locations, time periods, or events 
• Aim for fun versus overly branded 
• Leverage to spread awareness of the brand’s involvement 

in the event or moment 
• Leverage to drive brand affinity by creating fun branded 

interaction users will want to show off 

Ad Type: 
Snap Ads 

Things to Remember: 
These will appear as full-screen video ads in-between user stories and the 
Discover section 
Extensions include click to download an app, watch long form video or website 
interaction 

Ad content needs to offer real value to be successful 
Ad between user stories should feel more casual versus ads in Discover can 
have a higher quality feel 

Ad Type: 
Sponsored Lens 
Things to Remember: 
• Used for high awareness driving goals, engagement 

and building affinity 
• Should not be used for driving direct sales 
• Lenses should aim to be novel, interesting and unique 

to the brand 
• Needs to be a lense people will want to engage with and share 



YouTube
The 2nd largest search engine, YouTube is a search based video platform. People can find one 
off videos or episodic content. YouTube is home to content creators and brands both 
advertising and creating content. 

Reaches more 18-39 year olds and 18-49 year olds than any TV network. 80% of YouTube’s 
views are from outside the US. More than half of YouTube users view the app on their mobile.  
  
1B 

Users can take advantage of the search engine feature to learn and discover new things or 
subscribe to their favorite online personalities. People can also subscribe to their favorite 
channels to be updated every time there’s a new video, this allows them to stay on top of their 
favorite channels and topics. People also watch live streams and premium content via 
YouTube Red. 

• 4k live streaming and live 360-degree live streaming gives viewers a higher quality behind 
the scenes video of video games, awards shows, concerts. 

• 360 Videos either live or just uploaded, creators can make 360 degree videos as organic or 
paid content. 

• YouTube Red is a paid streaming subscription service for commercial free content viewing.
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Pinterest PRO TIPS 
• Personalize content for super-fans who are enthusiastic about car and 

tuning content, especially sharing fans’ stories or posts 
• Optimize hashtags for each post to ensure users posts can be found via 

search 
• Post frequently and later in the day for best engagement  

RECOMMENDED CONTENT 
• Images that are lifestyle or inspiration focused 
• Vehicle interiors perform well 
• Text overlays with motivational quotes 
• Use descriptive, short copy that includes keywords when appropriate 
• Brighter/lighter images perform better than dark images 
• All posts require a destination URL 

CONTENT TO AVOID 
• Low quality images are not on brand 
• Content that isn’t directly Honda related 

Pinterest is a search based discovery platform for creative ideas and inspiration that can be 
saved on the user’s boards which are categorized by theme or topic. 

45% of Pinterest users are women and 17% are men. 52% of all US millennials are now on 
Pinterest. Usage is rapidly growing with 75% of new signups coming from outside the US and 
40% coming from men.  
   
160M 

Pinterest is the hub for people to discover, save, and do. People use it to planning everyday 
moments and major events, find DIY inspiration or shopping guides. 87% of Pinners have 
made a purchase after seeing a product they like on Pinterest. 

• Shop the Look pins allow people to directly find and buy products featured within a fashion 
or home décor pin. 

• The Explore section is where  trending pings grouped into themes can be found along with 
pins related to the user’s interests. It’s also where users can see video from top publishers. 

• Pinterest Lens is a visual search tool that lets users discover pins without typing a word, all 
they do is use the camera within Pinterest to photograph the object and populate related 
pins. Users can also click on the white circle on a pin to see related content.
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Pinterest Examples

Recommended Content

Content to Avoid
• Not automotive, lifestyle, 

or inspiration focused 
• Disconnected from 

other content 
• Dark images don’t perform 

as well on Pinterest

• Not automotive, lifestyle, 
or inspiration focused 

• Disconnected from 
other content



Tumblr PRO TIPS 
• Personalize content for super-fans who are enthusiastic about car and 

tuning content, especially sharing fans’ stories or posts 
• Optimize hashtags for each post to ensure users posts can be found via 

search 
• Post frequently and later in the day for best engagement  

RECOMMENDED CONTENT 
• Music related content 
• Engaging visuals (photos, illustrations, and GIFs) 
• Photosets and GIFsets 
• Long/tall posts 
• Authentic stories 
• Using Tumblr’s native video functionality 
• Reblogging fans’ stories and posts 

CONTENT TO AVOID 
• Honda’s Tumblr shouldn’t be used to aggregate content from other 

platforms 
• Photoshopped composite images 
• Graphic images with an abundance of text 
• Repurposed campaign content 
• Long copy captions

Tumblr is a microblogging content platform where users 
find and share things that they love. 

Mostly teens and millennials with 46% between 18-34. Popular amongst fashion bloggers, 
artist, or lovers of food and culture.  
   
N/A – audience is measured by blog networks & dashboards 

People browse and blog creative content from their everyday life or entertaining memes and 
gifs. They follow others with similar interests. 
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Tumblr Examples

Recommended Content Content to Avoid

• Being used to house 
content 

• Too much content being 
posted at once

• Disconnected from other 
content 

• Uses Tumblr as a hub to 
house content



Google+ RECOMMENDED CONTENT 
• Longer, more technical content 
• Brand campaigns 
• Technology news 
• Awards and Accolades 
• GIFs 

CONTENT TO AVOID 
• Not focused on automotive and/or Honda technology

Google+ is a social network for sharing content and 
is connected to user’s Google account. 

74% of users are male. 
37% link to Google+ through YouTube 
   
198M 

People use Google+ to join communities and discussions on specific interests, organizations, 
or passions. 
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Google+ Examples

Recommended Content

Content to Avoid

• Repurposed campaign 
content

• Not focused on 
automotive or technology



LinkedIn RECOMMENDED CONTENT 
• Information about American Honda as a company 
• Highlighting employees and culture 
• Sales records, awards, and accolades 
• Non-automotive technology 
• Include an engaging image with each update 

CONTENT TO AVOID 
• Advertising purely of products with no tie back to American Honda

A business and job oriented social network.  

44% Female, 55% Male. 23% 18-29, 31% 30-49, 30% 50-64, 21% over 65. 50% have some 
form of higher education. 

35,342,648 

People use LinkedIn for professional networking, employment seeking and recruiting. Users 
expect to see longer-form posts about sales, company performance, social responsibility and 
other professional stories.
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platform impressions engagements Engagement rate CPE video views completed views completion rate CPV

Facebook

All impressions 
from content 
posted to our 

page

likes, comments, 
shares, link clicks, 
completed video 

views (95%)

Engagements over 
impressions

Total Cost over 
engagements

3 second video 
views

95% video views 
Completed views 

over 3 second 
video views

Total Cost of Video 
Posts over video 

views

Twitter

All impressions 
from content 
posted to our 

handle

retweets, replies, 
favorites, url clicks, 
completed video 

views (75%)

Engagements over 
impressions

Total Cost over 
engagements Video views (beta)

Completed views 
(beta)

Completed views 
over total video 

views

Total Cost of Video 
Posts over video 

views

Instagram

All impressions 
from content 
posted to our 

page

likes, comments, 
shares, link clicks, 
completed 95% 

video views

Engagements over 
impressions

Total Cost over 
engagements

3 second video 
views 95% video views 

Completed views 
over 3 second 

video views

Total Cost of Video 
Posts over video 

views

Honda KPIs
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